Boat Preview

Suzuki
DF30AL

Although massive outboards featuring impressive horsepower ratings steal the spotlight these
days, one can’t overlook the latest release of
compact outboards from leading manufacturers. Suzuki’s next generation four-stroke DF30AL
features a Lean Burn Control System that predicts fuel needs according to
operating conditions and
provides a more efficient
fuel mixture through the
use of a lean air-fuel ratio.
Additionally, a batteryless
injection system, frictionreducing rocker arms and
offset crankshaft give this
outboard remarkable improvements in efficiency
while maintaining excellent power and performance.

Mirage TPS
Welcome to the Family

STAFF REPORT

FROM TOP OF THE LINE INSHORE BOATS to ocean-conquering
offshore vessels, Mirage Sportfish likely has the perfect option for any
angler. For budget conscious inshore enthusiasts, or those simply looking
for a no-nonsense skiff, the all-new Mirage TPS offers the perfect
blend of performance and fishability, with toughness and durability
common to Mirage’s entire line of time-tested platforms.

for the sake of expediency or an inflated bottom line. The hull and deck are fabricated with
a non-woven biaxial aramid cloth called Innegra.
In simpler terms, Innegra combines the strength
of Kevlar with superior fracture resistance, and
Mirage is one of few builders to use the material.
Mirage is a semi-custom builder, so every TPS
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Weighing in at only 400 pounds, the TPS is one
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MSRP: N/A
Website: suzuki.com

Though classified as a skiff, the TPS takes full
advantage of its dimensions and is built with

of the lightest skiffs on the market. With such min-
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SPECS
L.O.A...........................................................17ʹ10″
Beam..................................................................5ʹ3″
Draft...................................................................... 4″
Fuel Capacity...................................................20 gal.
Weight........................................................400 lbs.
Max HP................................................................30
MSRP...................................................$16,590.00
*Model may be shown with optional features
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